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Alexa Stone hides in the shadows at Dixie Chix and fantasizes about Michael and Chad Phillips. The fears
from her past rule her actions, and it’s easier to remain hidden than to stand out. When Michael and Chad
take notice of her, she runs like hell. But Michael and Chad are soldiers, and Alexa is one woman they want
to infiltrate.

Taking Alexa on a date is a first for them. Trying to juggle their secret job working for the government while
pursuing a woman they care for is complicated. When they finally penetrate the walls Alexa surrounds
herself in, they realize that life can have a happy ending and they can plan for a future.

Things seem great, until Alexa is captured by a Colombian drug lord who killed their closest friend and who
wants revenge for the US government attack that Michael and Chad helped coordinate. Their secret
government jobs could cost Alexa her life.

Note: There is no sexual relationship or touching for titillation between or among siblings.
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From Reader Review Her Double Delite Warriors for online ebook

Patricia says

In this DixieChix story we are introduced to Alexa, a shy young woman that in her past has been abused by
her uncles, making her attitude towards men and life in general a fearful one. She prefers to blend in the
crowd then to stand out.

Working and living with her friends and sister has been good to win the feeling of being bruised but she still
has a long way to go.

Brad and Michael are true military men, hard and dominating, alpha to the core, they are still in service and
are used to count on each other.
When they realize that this DixieChix can become more important than anything in their lives, they wonder
if this can make them heal from the nightmares of the war.
But first they have to convince Alexa that they can fulfill her heart and not hurt her, that they are worthy of
her trust and love.

When a menace comes their way and takes Alexa into his evil, can they save her in time and keep the forever
after in their hearts ?

I enjoyed this book in the same measure as I enjoyed the other ones, between the romance and the action,
everything was balanced and into proportion.
M. Dwyer has the ability to write and picture in her books the perfect picture of the small town ambiance that
I came so much to appreciate in the small town romances, with tradition and modernity coming hand in
hand.

The plot line was believable enough. Nothing more normal for a military man to go undercover, and their
fellow mates to come to the rescue.
Nothing more normal to screw with the bad guy and he will most likely come after you.

My emotions ran free on this one, innocence with trust and hot love in bed is always good for a good read, at
least for me.
Alexa was the perfect innocent, sweet girl, with her hesitations and fears. A very true character in the sense
of the story.
Now Brad and Michael are another story. The motto feel nothing, see nothing, say nothing is known to you ?
Well it is applicable to these two. The way that they change throughout the story and the track that they
follow with Alexa is a heart worming change in the book.

Nothing complicated to tell you that reading this series is a good "waste of time" for me, if you haven't
already picked it up, what are you waiting for ?

Tammy says

AWESOME!!!



Jane says

Love this book. My favorite so far in this series. These are my favorite characters.

Stephanie says

This is was one of my favourite books in this series.

Julianna says

good quick read.

ForbidenFruit says

I love this book

Allison says

My favorite in the series so far!

Marinieves Cordero says

I'm so happy when I discovered this series. The stories of each lady in Delite are really different. I like the
way the author portraits the characters. I will recommend this series ...

Jessica Gomez says

Same story as her other Menage tales.

Lauren says

Her double delite is book three in this series but I enjoyed this book the most so far, which surprised me as
although there was danger in this storyline, there wasn’t a lot of it in my opinion. Although all of Dixie’s



storylines are more or less nearly the same, I enjoyed the slight change up in ‘’her double delite warriors’’.
From start to end, the storyline kept my attention.

After a horrific past full of abuse, Alexa and her sister Sally are now safe, thanks to their cousin Susannah.
Alexa can help but hide herself away; after all she is still scared and wary of men. Michael and his brother
Chad are not used to showing their feelings, they are tough and a lot of the time, cold hearted. But they both
can’t help but want Alexa. But every time they try to approach her, or make conversation she runs off. After
she her useless heap of a car breaks down during a thunderstorm, Michael is the one to come to her rescue.
After a while they finally convince Alexa to date them, and they soon grow closer, but the closer they
become, the closer the danger moves toward them. When Alexa is injured and kidnapped, will Chad and
Michael be able to rescue her in time?

Cyn Mistress Kitty says

I thought this story was the best of the series so far. I liked all the characters. The only thing I had a problem
with was that the night the guys had sex for the first time with virginal Alexia, they screwed her about 6
times each. Seriously? Wouldn't she be so sore she wouldn't even be able to walk? lol

Claudia Reinbrecht says

3.5

April says

It seems things in the series are heating up! This is Alexa's story with her two sexy military bikers Michael
and Chad.

In this story the guys have help Alexa overcome fears from her past. Then a figurer from their top secret
military job is a threat to her.

The story flowed nicely and I loved the mixing in of the other girls stories. The narratives have become
much cleared and easier to follow.

It took awhile for the main trio to get steamy but when they do watch out it is hot and heavy! There is a
bathroom scene that is super sexy! There is also a bit of steamy action between past couples that burns up the
pages in the beginning!

I am really liking this series and can not wait for the next book. I really love the hints for the other girls
stories that are mixed into each book. It helps keep you salivating for the next story!



Jennifer says

The best one yet. This is a great series and as far as I'm concerned you can't go wrong with any of Dixie
Lynn Dwyer's novels.

Sarah says

I really liked this story. Alexa is one of the most scared in the group of women that own Dixie chix. Michael
and chad had to really work to start a relationship and eventually fall in love. My only problem with this
book was the first time they had sex. Alexa was a virgin and they had sex all night. She wouldn't had be able
to walk never mind sit down. Anyway good action and great HEA.

Marie Brown (Marie's Tempting Reads) says

HOT HOT HOT fits this description perfectly! These books dont just have great sex, but a great plot and
plenty of romance. Loving this author and this series!


